Lean and Deep Models for More Accurate Filtering of SNP and INDEL Variant Calls.
We investigate Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for filtering small genomic variants in short read DNA sequence data. Errors created during sequencing and library preparation make variant calling a difficult task. Encoding the reference genome and aligned reads covering sites of genetic variation as numeric tensors allows us to leverage CNNs for variant filtration. Convolutions over these tensors learn to detect motifs useful for classifying variants. Variant filtering models are trained to classify variants as artifacts or real variation. Visualizing the learned weights of the CNN confirmed it detects familiar DNA motifs known to correlate with real variation, like homopolymers and short tandem repeats. After confirmation of the biological plausibility of the learned features we compared our model to current state-of-the-art filtration methods like Gaussian Mixture Models, Random Forests, and CNNs designed for image classification, like DeepVariant. We demonstrate improvements in both sensitivity and precision. The tensor encoding was carefully tailored for processing genomic data, respecting the qualitative differences in structure between DNA and natural images. Ablation tests quantitatively measured the benefits of our tensor encoding strategy. Bayesian hyper-parameter optimization confirmed our notion that architectures designed with DNA data in mind outperform off-the-shelf image classification models. Our cross-generalization analysis identified idiosyncrasies in truth resources pointing to the need for new methods to construct genomic truth data. Our results show that models trained on heterogenous data types and diverse truth resources generalize well to new datasets, negating the need to train separate models for each data type. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.